Attention

Public are advised not to fall prey to misinformation and fake admission offers

It has come to our notice that certain unscrupulous individuals/entities/agencies are approaching aspirants claiming that candidates can be admitted at BITS Pilani by paying donation money in management seats or by manipulating admission merit list. BITS Pilani follows the highest standard of Admissions Policy and all admission at BITS Pilani is purely on merit. Admissions in First Degree programmes at BITS Pilani are done by one of the following schemes:

1. Admission through BITSAT-2021 Score
2. Admission through SAT and SAT subject test score under International student admissions
3. Admission under Board topper scheme

The details of the above schemes are given at http://www.bitsadmission.com

Please note that we do not:

1. admit any student other than modes specified above
2. request payment of any kind from prospective candidates for admission other than those specified in the official admissions website
3. authorize anyone to either collect money or arrive at any monetary arrangement in return for an admission at BITS Pilani.

If you receive any suspicious offers or requests from any individual/agency, please email us at adminoc@pilani.bits-pilani.ac.in

Please note that BITS Pilani shall not bear any responsibility or liability whatsoever for any loss, damage, claims suffered by any person for acting on any unauthorized or fraudulent emails/phone calls or anyone acting on an admission offer not directly made by the Institute.